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Introduction
The East (Japan) Sea is drawing keen international attentions from broad spectrum of scientists,

diplomats, and defense officers for its geopolitical situation, peculiar scientific assets recognized as
miniature ocean for its basin-wide circulation pattern, boundary currents, polar front, meso-scale eddy
activities and deep water formation. In order to understand oceanographic phenomena occurring in the
East Sea, it is prerequisite to understand the physical conditions such as currents and circulation of sea
water.

The circulation pattern in the East (Japan) Sea has been of major interest for its peculiar gyre, a
western boundary current and its separation (Uda, 1934; Moriyasu, 1972; Yurasov & Yarichin, 1991;
Sekine, 1991; Kim, 1996; Kang, 1997; Kim & Yoon, 1996; KORDI, 1987, 1999) that resembles the
currents such as Kuroshio and Gulf Stream. In relation to the gyre system in the East Sea, the formation
of the East Korea Warm Current (EKWC) has brought up many numerical experiments (Kawabe, 1982a
and 1982b; Yoon, 1982a and 1982b; Seung, 1992; Seung & Nam, 1992; Wang et al., 1999). The
branching mechanism of the Tsushima Warm Current (TWC) (Kim & Legekis, 1987) has also been of
interest in association with the formation of the EKWC. Recent field observations provide a new evidence
of the two components of the TWC, i.e., in – and off-shore ones (Hase & Yoon, 1999). Numerical
experiments (Ro, 1999a) suggested a new idea to explain the formation of the EKWC in that the potential
energy supply into the Ulleung basin from the meso-scale eddy is a key process. This is closely linked to
the baroclinic instability and the meandering of offshore component of Tsushima Warm Current. The
most prominent feature readily recognizable on the AVHRR imagery is the polar front existing between
warm and cold water masses in the south and north of approximate 39°N. The formation of the polar front
is a key to understanding of the circulation gyre in the entire basin, since it is closely related to current
system involving the TWC, EKWC, NKCC, Liman/Primorye Currents.

Information with regard to current vectors in the entire basin of the East Sea is extremely difficult
to obtain, unless we resort to numerical modeling simulation. However, modeling works themselves are
also subject to careful calibration and validation. The P-vector method recently developed to estimate the
absolute geostrophic velocity from traditional hydrographic data appears to be a reliable method for this
purpose.

The objectives of this study are as follows:
1) To obtain current vectors in time (monthly) and 3-D (horizontal and standard depths) space in the

East Sea by applying the P-vector inversion method to climatological hydrographic datasets;
2) To assess the estimates of current vectors in the context of the general circulation pattern;
3) To compare the results of current vector estimates from different datasets;
4) Finally, to set up the database for the initial conditions to be used in future numerical modelling

works and for model data assimilation.

Datasets and Method
Datasets
At present, two well-gridded datasets such as Generalized Digital Environmental Model (GDEM)

and high resolution version of World Ocean Atlas (WOA) exist for the total basin of the East Sea. GDEM
is monthly while WOA is only for annual mean. For the southwestern part of the East Sea, 27-year
hydrographic datasets from Korea Oceanographic Data Center (KODC) is also used to estimate the
EKWC characteristics in details. P-vector method is applied to three datasets of KODC, GDEM and
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WOA to obtain the current vectors in the East (Japan) Sea.
KODC dataset for the period of 1971 to 1997 is collected and regridded with 1/10° resolution from

the hydrographic survey lines from 207 to 101. This is bimonthly hydrographic survey data suitable to get
the climatological data (27-year bimonthly mean) as well as for the study of its variability
(http://www.nfrda.re.kr/kodc).

GDEM is a four dimensional digital model of temperature and salinity for the total basin of the
world ocean (Teague et al., 1990). GDEM consists of set of coefficients of mathematical expressions
describing vertical profiles of temperature and salinity. High resolution GDEMs have been built for
selected areas, such as a region of East/Japan Sea, on 10'×10' space grid for each months. The basic
design concept of GDEM is the determination of a set of analytical curves that represent the mean vertical
distributions of temperature and salinity for grid squares through the averaging of the coefficients of the
mathematical expressions for the curves found for individual profiles. Different families of representative
curves have been chosen for shallow, mid-depth, and deep ranges. GDEM dataset is currently available
on the Internet (http://128.160.23.42/gdemv/gdemv.html).

WOA dataset (http://www.nodc.gov/OC5/) consists of objectively analyzed fields of temperature,
salinity and oxygen. On the high resolution version of WOA (Boyer & Levitus, 1997) objectively
analyzed all-data annual mean temperature and salinity fields have been computed on a 15'×15' grid, it is
comparatively close to the 10' grid step of GDEM.

P-vector Method
Traditional geostrophic method has been widely used to obtain the baroclinic components of the

geostrophic velocity by assuming the level of no motion at chosen depth. The major drawback with this
method is that one does not have a priori knowledge of reference level. Techniques (Schott & Stommel,
1978; Wunsch, 1994) have been developed to determine the reference velocity. The P-vector method
(Chu, 1995, Chu et al., 1998a and 1998b) was developed to overcome such a problem, it provides
absolute velocity. Special effort is paid to formulate the inverse problem for the calculation of absolute
velocity from the T-S data with the ill-condition check-up. The important feature of this method is the
direct application of P-vectors for estimation of the velocity vector direction. Following is the brief
mathematical formulation for the P-vector. The potential density, ρ, and potential vorticity, q, of each
fluid element would be conserved:
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where V=(u,v,w), – the velocity;
(x,y,z) – the coordinate;
f – is the Coriolis parameter.

Pedlosky (1986) pointed out that the three-dimensional velocity field can be determined from
knowledge of the density field unless the potential vorticity and density surfaces coincide:

0≠∇⋅∇ qρ , (2)

Under this condition, a unit vector
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does exist and can be determined by the density field only. The vector V is perpendicular to both ∇ρ and
∇q, therefore, qV ∇⋅∇≈ ρ . P-vector is parallel to velocity vector V, so PzyxrV ),,(= , where ),,( zyxr
is a proportionality. Applying the thermal wind relation to any two different depths zk and zm, a set of
algebraic equations for determining the parameter r is obtained. If N is a total number of levels, there are
(N-1) sets of equations for computing r (k) for a given level z=zk. All these (N-1) sets of equations are
compatible under the thermal wind constraint and should provide the same solution. However, due to
errors in measurements and computations, the parameter r(k) may vary with m. Least-squares method is
applied to minimize the error.

http://www.nfrda.re.kr/kodc
http://128.160.23.42/gdemv/gdemv.html
http://www.nodc.gov/OC5/
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Consistent with geostrophy, P-vector is assumed to be non-dissipative. Thus it does not incorporate
turbulent mixing. The method seems to be valid where geostrophy holds strong with negligible surface
and bottom stresses.

Results
The results of the current vector estimate from GDEM and WOA for the entire East Sea datasets

are presented in Fig. 1 and 2. The Figures are arranged to show the horizontal distributions of annual
mean, winter (February) and summer (August) month current vectors at surface and 200 m depth. For the
southwestern part of the East Sea, the current vector estimates are shown in Fig. 3, 5, and 7 where annual
mean and winter and summer cases at surface and 200 m depth are depicted. In Fig. 3, 6, and 8, cross-
sectional distribution along 129.9°E with northward velocity components are shown to illustrate the
details of the EKWC and the Ulleung Warm Eddy structures. In particular, the results for the year of 1997
are presented to illustrate the pronounced variability of the EKWC in Fig. 7. All Figures are with density
background.

Fig. 1a-f show the current vector distributions for annual mean, winter and summer cases. The
circulation patterns represent tow gyre system; in the north of the polar front situated between 39 and
40°N, cyclonic gyre exists while in the south anticyclonic gyre system is developed. They are in good
agreement with traditional views (Uda, 1934; Moriyasu, 1972). However, our results represent vigorous
mesoscale eddy activities on the entire domain. Fig. 1b and 1c can be compared to show the seasonal
variation in terms of may features such as amplitude of the meandering axis of the polar front, number of
mesoscale eddies, intensity of the major current such as TWC, EKWC, NKCC, and Liman/Primorye.

Fig. 2 shows the current vectors estimated by using WOA dataset for the annual mean only. The
WOA has broader horizontal resolution than that of GDEM and is averaged over the entire month. As a
matter of fact, they represent much smoother field with reduced eddy activities and meandering of the
polar frontal axis. However, it shows the general circulation pattern in that EKWC and Ulleung eddy is
well reproduced. The southwestern part of the East Sea deserves a closer look, since it is the region for
the EKWC and Ulleung warm eddy shown in Fig 3. Three datasets commonly reproduce reasonably well
the EKWC and mesoscale Ulleung warm eddy. In detail, they reveal the differences in the intensity of the
current and the characteristics of the eddy. In addition, the KODC dataset reveal the most important
feature that the southward undercurrent is developed beneath the northward EKWC. To facilitate the view
of undercurrent, Fig. 4, 6, and 8 are presented where cold and denser water originated from north is
subducted into the south and flowing with speed greater than 10 cm/sec between 100–200 meter depths.
This is a striking result which have been long suspected, but failed to reveal (Kim & Kim, 1983). The
undercurrent in summer season is getting stronger with the increased surface northward current in Fig. 8
compared to winter season in Fig. 6. This is very analogous to two-layer estuarine circulation pattern
where in upper layer, the flow is directed toward open sea and in the lower layer, the flow is directed to
the head of estuary.

To illustrate the year-to-year variability of the EKWC, Fig. 5-8 are presented in that we compare
the 27-year mean current vectors and that of 1997. It should be indicated that the EKWC is in strong
interaction with the Ulleung Warm Eddy so that with regard to the formation of this Eddy, the intensity
and flow patterns of the EKWC is changing significantly. Of course, the undercurrent from the north is
also significantly changing. The results of current vector estimates comparison between GDEM, WOA
and KODC are summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Horizontal distribution of current vector estimates using the GDEM dataset. Left: Annual mean (a,d),
Middle: February (b, e), Right: August (c, f). Upper: Depth 0 m (a-c), Lower: Depth 200 m (d-f)

  

Fig. 2. Horizontal distribution of current vector estimates using the WOA-94 dataset.
Left: Depth 0m (a), Right: Depth 200 m (b)
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Fig. 3. Horizontal distribution of annual mean current vector estimates using three datasets. Left: WOA-94 (a,d),
Middle: GDEM (b, e), Right: KODC (c, f). Upper: Depth 0 m (a-c), Lower: Depth 200 m (d-f)

 

Fig. 4. Meridional cross-section of annual mean current vector estimates along 129.9 E using GDEM and KODC
datasets. Left: GDEM (a), Right: KODC (b)
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Fig. 5. Horizontal distribution of current vector estimates for February using GDEM and KODC datasets. Left:
GDEM (a, d), Middle: KODC climatology 1971-1997 (b, e), Right: KODC 1997 (c, f). Upper: Depth 0 m (a-c),

Lower: Depth 200 m (d-f)

 

Fig. 6. Meridional cross-section of current vector estimates along 129.9N for February using GDEM and
KODC datasets. Left: GDEM (a), Right: KODC (b).
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Fig. 7. Horizontal distribution of current vector estimates for August using GDEM and KODC datasets. Left:

GDEM (a,d), Middle: KODC climatology 1971-1997 (b, e), Right: KODC 1997 (c, f). Upper: Depth 0 m (a-c),
Lower: Depth 200 m (d-f)

 

Fig. 8. Meridional cross-section of current vector estimates along 129.9 N for August using GDEM and KODC
climatology datasets. Left: GDEM (a), Right KODC (b)
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T a b l e  1

Results of the current vector estimates by P-vector method for the East Sea

Dataset /
Time Frame Section Fig.

N Results

Surface 1a,
3b

TWC is well reproduced with Polar Frontal jet. Weak EKWC (about 4 cm/s) near
36.5°N. Ulleung warm anticyclonic eddy. Weak flow in the shallow region of Korea
Strait.

Horizon
200 m

1d,
3e

Undercurrents of Polar Front jet and TWC.

GDEM /
Annual
mean

Section
129.9°N

4a Insignificant undercurrent of EKWC.

Surface 1b,
5a

Shows well the general circulation pattern. TWC, EKWC and Polar Front jet are well
reproduced (velocities about 15-20 cm/s). More spatial structures due to local eddy
activities. Northward water movement in NKCC area. Strong anticyclonic eddy in the
Primorye area. Southward propagation on the region about (130°E, 40°N). Weak flow
in the shallow region of Korea Strait.

Horizon
200 m

1e,
5d

Undercurrents of TWC and of EKWC. No distinct undercurrent of Polar Front jet.
Strong anticyclonic eddy in the Primorye area.

GDEM /
February

Section
129.9°N

6a Undercurrent of EKWC.

Surface 1c,
7a

Shows well the general circulation pattern. Much more eddy activities with a strong
meandering of polar front. TWC, EKWC, Polar Front jet and NKCC are reproduced
well. Strong Ulleung warm anticyclonic eddy. Northward flow in a wide region about
(130°E, 40°N). Southward flow directly from Primorye area to Polar Front jet area.

Horizo
n

200 m

1f,
7d

Strong undercurrents (about 5 cm/s) of Polar Front jet, TWC, EKWC and NKCC.

GDEM /
August

Sectio
n

129.9°N

8a Deep undercurrent between 37°N and 38°N

Surface 2a,
3a

EKWC is reproduced well, maximal velocity about 8 cm/s. Other features are similar
to GDEM, but with less spatial resolution and highly smoothed. Overshooting of Polar
Front jet up to 40N on western part of East Sea. Frontal jet is wide, with a maximal
velocities about 10-12 cm/s. Weak flow in the shallow region of Korea Strait.

WOA /
Annual
mean

Horizon
200 m

2b,
3d

Ulleung Warm eddy is well reproduced. Centered on (130.8°E 37.5°N). Maximal
velocities about 2 cm/s. Undercurrent of TWC, no undercurrent of Polar Front jet.

Surface 3c Strong EKWC (about 25-30 cm/sec). Weak flow in the shallow region of Korea Strait.
Horizon
200 m

3.f Southward cold current intrusion
KODC
1971-1997 /
Annual
mean Section

129.9°N
4b Undercurrent of EKWC from 37.5°N to 36°N.

Surface 5b EKWC is reproduced well. Small scale eddies in UB area.
Horizon
200 m

5e Southward cold current intrusion alongshore.
KODC
1971-1997 /
February

Section
129.9°N

6b Undercurrent of EKWC from 37.5°N to 36°N.

Surface 7b Strong EKWC, TWC (about 30 cm/s) and Ulleung warm eddy.
Horizon
200 m

7e Undercurrent (about 10 cm/s) of EKWC from 37.5°N to 36°N. Non significant flow of
UB eddy. Overestimated undercurrent in the Korea Strait shallow region.

KODC
1971-1997 /
August

Section
129.9°N

8b Undercurrent of EKWC from 37.5°N to 36°N. Strong undercurrent of EKWC.

Surface 5c EKWC is reproduced (about 30 cm/s), the position of TWC is quite different from
1971-1997 climatology.

KODC
1997 /
February Horizon

200 m
5f Undercurrent of EKWC from 37°N to 36°N. Overestimated undercurrent in the Korea

Strait shallow region.
Surface 7c Strong EKWC and TWC flow (about 50 cm/s) with a high spatial variability due to

small scale eddies. EKWC is deviated from Korean coastline at 36.4°N up to 130.5°E,
due to the intrusion of a cold water.

KODC
1997 /
August

Horizon
200 m

7f Undercurrent of EKWC with a velocities about 10 cm/s from 37.5°N to 36°N.
Overestimated undercurrent in the Korea Strait shallow region.
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Discussion and Summary
The current vectors estimated by P-vector shows realistic general circulation patterns which agree

with traditional schemes of circulation in the East Sea (Uda, 1934; Moriyasu, 1972). In details, they
reproduced major currents such as TWC, EKWC, and NKCC. The EKWC is associated with the most
pronounced feature, polar frontal jet. Mesoscale eddies are well reproduced in the recognizable locations
such as Ulleung and Yamato Basins and etc. It is clearly noticeable even in the climatological datasets to
show the seasonal variability from winter to summer. The seasonal variation can be fully appreciated in
examining the occurrences of the mesoscale eddies and meandering of the polar front jet axis.

In comparing the annual mean current vectors estimates from GDEM and WOA datasets, they
agree with each other on the whole. In inspecting the details of the major current intensities, they exhibit
considerable differences. The current field from WOA is smooth while in the GDEM, it shows much
more active mesoscale eddy activities with pronounced meandering features of polar front in the East Sea.
Both datasets reproduce the EKWC clearly enough but with different intensity.

The P-vector method is simple and clear, while it has some limitations. First the estimates in the
surface and bottom boundary layers are unrealistic results, particularly in the shallow regions. Second, in
the regions where barotropic process is more important due to strong vertical mixing, the estimates seem
unrealistic.
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